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First off, I'm stating I don't know yet where this is going. I'm posting this article
because in the trending news, this situation is advancing by the hour.
The virus outbreak in China.
I know there are idiots who have the intellectual capacity of a vegetable, who
believe because this deadly and highly contagious virus is in China, that we have
nothing to worry about here...WRONG.
Just stop to think how much food, pharmaceuticals, and just about everything
else comes here from China.
What will happen if that deadly virus gets out of control and wipes out a huge
percentage of the Chinese population?
I've been extremely aware of the extent of Chinese imports for many years,
mainly due to the toxins in Chinese food products, supplements and so forth.
Because of the international jew, the US for one is heavily dependent upon China.
Legally, a manufacturer can state their product was "made in the USA" oftentimes
with foreign ingredients.
The extent of products of all kinds imported from China is mind boggling. Look at
vitamins and supplements for one... Look to the "other ingredients" listed. Rice
powder used as a filler is a dead giveaway and is often toxic.
My point here is not only will our food be affected (I reiterate here, few people
are aware to the extent nearly everything is imported from China), but even
indirectly, the ingredients. This is a very sad and tragic fact. The US has nearly
everything we need to be self sufficient, but because of the jew, who owns and
operates nearly all high profile manufacturing companies, to save themselves a
heap of money and exploit cheap slave labor to the fullest extent, the US imports
nearly everything from China.

So... what do you think will happen if a percentage of the Chinese population is
wiped out to where these imports can no longer be produced?
I could go on and on about this. How about infected people picking and handling
produce before it gets shipped over here, or to other countries? The US imports a
lot of produce from China as well, even though we have more than enough here.
Then, many US farmers ship US produce to China, along with meats and other
foodstuffs.
You think rinsing any vegetable with water will destroy that virus? I worked in
quite a few restaurants for many years when I was younger. Aside from washing
blatant dirt from lettuce, mushrooms, etc, most restaurants don't bother with
washing their produce.
To sum it all up, given the dependency upon Chinese imports, everything could
come to a grinding halt.
Stock up on items you use and can't do without.
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